According to the "Materials and Methods" section, the authors describe that the surgeons could choose between a helical blade and lag screw for the collum implant. It is well understood that assigning patients is one of the most significant sources of a selection bias. Thus, if it was not a randomized trial, I believe that the authors should reveal the indication of choosing a blade or screw. If it was the surgeons' decision, as the authors noted, did each surgeon: i) use exclusively one type (screw or blade), ii) use both fixation approaches depending on their specific indication (s)? Additional information relating to these specific questions would help the readers better interpret the results?
The second concern relates the author's definition of a mechanical complication. In the "Materials and Methods" section, axial migration was defined as being a parameter of mechanical complications. However, it is a normal phenomenon because of the collapsing of the fractureimplant composite until sufficient stability is achieved. I believe that an expected event which occurs during the healing process should not be considered a complication. The authors highlighted that axial migration occurred in 35.2% of all patients. Many authors explain that excessive sliding of the helical blade or lag screw is an important risk factor for failure. Kulkarni et al. 1) note that sliding of more than 15 mm leads to a higher prevalence of fixation failure. I understand that it is difficult to define the exact cut-off value between physiologic and pathologic sliding, however, not all cases of axial migration should be considered a complication. If the authors disagree with this opinion, an explanation would be helpful.
A "cut through" phenomenon is known to be a unique complication of a helical blade, although they may also occur in other fixation modalities 2) . Many readers are curious about whether this complication also occurs in the new generation of proximal femoral nail antirotation.
